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Abstract: Several Medium Access Control (MAC) and Routing protocols have been
developed in the last years for Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSN). One of the
main difficulties to compare and validate the performance of different proposals is the lack
of a common standard to model the acoustic propagation in the underwater environment. In
this paper we analyze the evolution of underwater acoustic prediction models from a simple
approach to more detailed and accurate models. Then, different high layer network protocols
are tested with different acoustic propagation models in order to determine the influence of
environmental parameters on the obtained results. After several experiments, we can
conclude that higher-level protocols are sensitive to both (a) physical layer parameters
related to the network scenario and (b) the acoustic propagation model. Conditions like
ocean surface activity, scenario location, bathymetry or floor sediment composition, may
change the signal propagation behavior. So, when designing network architectures for
UWSN, the role of physical layer should be seriously taken into account in order to assert
that the obtained simulation results will be close to the ones obtained in real network
scenarios.
Keywords: Underwater wireless sensor networks, network simulation, acoustic propagation
models, MAC and routing protocols.
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1. Introduction
There has been an increasing interest in the development of Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks
(UWSN) in the last years. The first attempts to analyze UWSN behavior were based on the mature
technology developed during the last decade in terrestrial wireless sensor networks (TWSN). Despite
having a very similar functionality, UWSNs exhibit several architectural differences with respect to the
terrestrial ones, which are mainly due to the transmission medium characteristics (sea water) and the
signal employed to transmit data (acoustic ultrasound signals) [1]. Then, the design of appropriate
network architecture for UWSNs is seriously hardened by the conditions of the communication system
and, as a consequence, what is valid for terrestrial WSNs is perhaps not valid for UWSNs. So, a
general review of the overall network architecture is required in order to supply an appropriate network
service for the demanding applications in such an unfriendly submarine communication environment.
Basically, an UWSN is formed by the cooperation among several network nodes (often called
sensor nodes) that establish and maintain the network through the use of bidirectional acoustic links.
Every node is able to send/receive messages from/to other nodes in the network, and also to forward
messages to remote destinations in case of multi-hop networks. Every node may have one or several
sensors that are actively recording environmental data which should be forwarded to special sink
nodes, typically platforms or buoys at the surface. Sink nodes have communication channels to
forward (and/or local store) the collected data to the remote control station in the coast, typically
through a Radio Frequency (RF) link.
Since acoustic signals are mainly used in UWSNs, it is necessary to take into account the main
aspects involved in the propagation of acoustic signals in underwater environments, including: (1) the
propagation speed of sound underwater is around 1500 m/s (5 orders of magnitude slower than the
speed of light), and so the communication links will suffer from large and variable propagation delays
and relatively large motion-induced Doppler effects; (2) phase and magnitude fluctuations lead to
higher bit error rates compared with radio channels’ behaviour, being mandatory the use of forward
error correction codes (FEC); (3) as frequency increases, the attenuation observed in the acoustic
channel also increases, being this a serious bandwidth constraint; (4) multipath interference in
underwater acoustic communications is severe due mainly to the surface waves or vessel activity,
being a serious problem to attain good bandwidth efficiency.
So, designing an efficient and reliable communication channel is not an easy task, being roughly
different from TWSN approaches. So, this may be the reason of the existence of a lot of simulation
tools that define different models of underwater acoustic signal propagation. In fact, there is no
agreement to use a particular simulation tool and/or standard model to represent the underwater
acoustic propagation behavior; indeed there are almost as many simulation tools for this purpose as
MAC and routing protocol proposals. In general, these studies have mainly been focused in developing
higher layer protocols without paying much attention to the physical layer and its components.
AUVNetSim [2] is an example where the physical layer is too simple, based on Thorp approximations,
so different environment conditions cannot be considered in the propagation model, leading to
simulation results that may be far from the ones obtained in real network deployments.
Other approaches define complex underwater acoustic propagation models that are closer to real
behavior of underwater acoustics. This is the case of the acoustic propagation model proposed by Xie
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and Gibson [3] which it is based on the Monterrey Miami Parabolic Equation (MMPE). The MMPE
equation calculates the evolution of sound pressures produced by an acoustic source in a specific
underwater scenario. It divides the scenario in a grid of 3-D cells, performing the requiring
computations to get a representative sound pressure for each cell. If we reduce the cell size, we can
obtain more accurate prediction results, but the computational demand for the corresponding
calculations is overwhelming at medium to large size network scenarios. The MMPE model is
implemented with OPNET Modeler [4], so small scale network simulations may be performed, but
there is an intrinsic scalability problem when performing network simulations.
Another underwater network simulation framework is the World Ocean Simulator System (WOSS)
[5]. It is composed by several tools like (a) ns2 simulator [6], (b) Bellhop tool that accurately models
the underwater sound propagation by an specific ray tracing algorithm, and (3) network scenarios
defined with real data (temperature, salinity, wave activity, etc.) from well-known world ocean
databases. The WOSS framework and the MMPE model are two approaches that perform an accurate
acoustic propagation modeling, but they suffer from high complexity limiting the simulation to small
network scenarios and low number of network nodes.
In order to alleviate the complexity constraint, in [7] we proposed a statistical prediction model
based on the Bellhop ray tracing tool that reduces its complexity and achieves similar levels of
prediction accuracy. So, we will be able to perform network modeling with reasonable high accuracy
level and low computational overhead.
These modeling tools and a lot of variations around them lead to the hard task of comparing two
different proposals unless they are implemented on the same platform. And, even in this case, the
simulator should be as realistic as possible towards the real environment conditions. Otherwise the
results will lack of accuracy, and empirical testing, at least in scale-down experiments, should be done
before releasing the final implementation of the underwater nodes, reducing the power of simulation
tools for predicting real network behavior.
At simulation time, when we define the parameters of a network scenario and the location where
network nodes would be deployed, we may use a simple assumption through general scenario
parameters or define those scenario parameters that will have a direct influence in the acoustic
propagation behavior. For example, we may decide to use a simple scenario where the sound speed
propagation is considered as a fixed value of 1500 m/s, with a two dimensional deployment area (depth
is not considered) and a simple acoustic propagation approach like the one proposed by Thorp [10], to
evaluate the performance of a point-to-point link between two nodes. On the contrary, we could define
a more detailed network scenario by including, among others, the scenario world location with
bathymetry and floor sediment composition that will impact on the way sound propagation is
reflected/absorbed at the ocean floor. Also, the temperature of the water will depend on both the
latitude and longitude of network scenario and the season of the year. This fact together with the water
salinity and the depth may change the sound speed between 1450 and 1540 m/s. There are other
important factors that may change sound propagation behavior such as the well-known ocean wave’s
influence which is different for shallow and deep waters, or the noise produced by ships, biological
activity or shoals. All of these scenario parameters should be taken into account in order to develop
detailed acoustic propagation models for UWSN, so modeling higher-level network protocols will be
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aware
a
of nettwork scenaario conditions, and thhe obtained simulation results wouuld be closeer to the onees
obtained
o
in eexperimentaal tests [9].
In this w
work, we wiill review several
s
acouustic propag
gation mod
dels from siimple appro
oaches to thhe
more
m
accuraate ones, and
a
observee their behhavior when
n different network sscenario paarameters arre
changed
c
(i.ee. wave actiivity), so we
w can deterrmine their sensibility to environm
mental netw
work scenariio
parameters.
p
Then, we will choosse the mosst appropriaate acoustic propagatiion model in terms of
o
accuracy
a
annd low-com
mplexity, in
n order to analyze th
he performance behavvior of diffferent MA
AC
protocols
p
aand also chheck how the scenaario environ
nmental ch
hanges imppact on th
heir networrk
performance
p
e in terms of
o throughp
put, delay an
and collision
ns. From th
he result obttained in th
his study, we
w
will
w appreciaate (1) the importance
i
of definingg an accuratte and low complexity
c
propagation
n model, annd
(2) the sensiibility of higgher layer protocols
p
to the time-vaarying scenaario environnmental con
nditions.
This papeer is organiized as follows: In secction 2, we present sev
veral acousstic propagaation modells,
and
a in section 3 we inntroduce thee higher-layyer protocolls (MAC an
nd Routingg protocols) used in thhis
work.
w
In secction 4, we evaluate
e
thee selected accoustic prop
pagation mo
odels with a fixed MAC
C protocol in
i
order
o
to obsserve their impact on network peerformance under diffeerent scenarrio conditio
ons. Then, in
i
section
s
5, w
we will anaalyze the behavior of several MA
AC and routing propoosals underr simply annd
accurate
a
acooustic propaagation mod
del. Finally iin section 6,
6 some concclusions aree future worrk are drawnn.

2.
2 Acousticc Propagattion Modelss
Simulatinng UWSN communicaations requi
uires modeliing the aco
oustic wavee’s propagaation while a
node
n
tries too transmit data
d to anoth
her one. Theere are seveeral models proposed iin the literatture from thhe
simplest
s
onees based in the sound propagation
p
n theory to more
m
elaborrated and coomplex mod
dels based on
o
th
he physics of acousttic sound propagationn. In this section, we
w will desscribe seveeral acoustic
propagation
p
models thaat represent different appproaches to
o the same problem,
p
buut with diffeerent degreees
of
o complexitty/accuracyy. We will present
p
them
m in increasiing complex
xity order, sso for each approach we
w
will
w know hhow propagation acousstic is predi cted and what parameters are takken into acccount for that
purpose.
p
2.1 Urick descriptioon and Thorrp Formula
The theoory of the sound prop
pagation iss according
g to the deescription bby Urick [8
8], a regulaar
molecular
m
m
movement inn an elastic substance thhat propagaates to adjaccent particlees. A sound wave can be
b
considered
c
aas the mechhanical enerrgy that is ttransmitted by the sou
urce from paarticle to paarticle, beinng
propagated
p
through thee ocean at the
t sound sspeed. The empirical formula
f
preesented by Thorp [8] is
defined
d
as thhe sound inttensity decrrease througgh the path between
b
thee source andd destinatio
on nodes. Thhe
absorption
a
ccoefficient factor
f
α dep
pends on thhe sound frrequency f. The propossed acoustic attenuatioon
expression
e
is representeed as follow
ws:
,

(1)
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where
w
d: Diistance
k: Geeometry ( k = 1: Cylind
drical, k = 22: Sphericall)
In the sam
me set of foormulas is allso availablle the definiition for pow
wer spectrall density to calculate thhe
noise
n
in the receiver noodes (See [6] for more ddetails).

2.2 Monterrey Miam
mi Paraboliic Equation (MMPE)
Montereyy-Miami Paarabolic Equ
uation modeel [11] is ussed to predict underwat
ater acousticc propagatioon
using
u
a parrabolic equaation which
h is closer to the Heelmholtz eq
quation (waave equation) [12], thhis
equation
e
is bbased on Foourier analy
ysis. The souund pressurre is calculaated in smalll incrementts changes in
i
range and ddepth, formiing a grid. It incorporaates random
mness and wave
w
motioon to the ap
pproximationn,
using
u
a dynaamic propaggation loss calculationn. The autho
ors show thaat small chaanges in dep
pth and nodde
distances
d
caan drive to big
b differencces in the ppath loss as a result of the
t ocean w
wave’s motio
on impact on
o
acoustic
a
proopagation. (m
more detailss in [3]).
The propagation losss formula baased on the MMPE mo
odel is the fo
ollowing onne:
, ,

,

(22)

where:
w
PL(t): proopagation looss while traansmitting ffrom node A to node B.
B
m( ): proopagation loss
l
withou
ut random and period
dic components; obtainned from regression
r
o
of
MMPE ddata.
f: frequenncy of transm
mitted acou
ustic signalss (in kHz).
dA: sendeer’s depth (inn meters).
dB: receivver’s depth (in meters)..
s: Euclideean distancee between nodes
n
A andd B (in meteers).
w(t): periiodic functioon to approx
ximate signnal loss due to wave mo
ovement.
e( ): signnal loss due to random noise or errror.

The m( ) function reepresents th
he propagatiion loss pro
ovided by th
he MMPE m
model. According to thhe
lo
ogarithmic nature of thhe data, a nonlinear
n
reegression is the best op
ption to proovide an app
proach to thhe
model
m
basedd on the coefficients, An,
A suppliedd by the prreliminary model.
m
The proposed expression
e
t
to
calculate
c
thiis function is
i the follow
wing one:

, ,
1
1

,
40
4100

log

0.914
4

0.0027
75

∗
0.003
3 ∗

(3)
914

6∗

8∗
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The w( ) function approximattes the siggnal loss du
ue to the wave
w
moveement. It considers
c
thhe
movement
m
oof a particlee that will oscillate arouund its locaation in a sin
nusoidal waay [13]. That movemennt
iss representeed as circulaar oscillatio
ons that reduuce their radius as the depth of thee particle in
ncreases. Thhe
leength of thhat radius iss dependentt of the eneergy of the wave and is related tto its heigh
ht value. Thhe
common
c
waaves have huundreds of meters
m
of w
wavelength and
a have an
n effect up too 50 meterss of depth.
For the caalculation of
o the effects of the wavve we will consider:
c
,

, ,

,

,

(44)

where
w
h( ): scalle factor funnction.
lw: ocean wave lengtth (meters).
dB: depthh of the receiver node (m
meters).
hw: wave height (meters).
Tw: wave period (secconds).
E( ): funcction of wavve effects in
n nodes.
This funcction contains the elem
ments that reesemble the node moveement, first by calculatting the scale
factor
f
h( ) annd then the effect of th
he wave in a particularr phase of th
he wave mootion. The calculation
c
o
of
th
he scale facctor is as folllows:
2

1
,

, ,

,

0
0.5

∗

2

(5)

The e( ) function represents a random
r
term
m to explaiin backgrou
und noise. A
As the num
mber of sounnd
sources
s
is laarge and unddetermined,, this random
m noise folllows a Gausssian distribbution and is
i modeled to
t
have
h
a maxximum of 20
2 dB at th
he furthest distance. This
T
function is calcuulated by th
he followinng
equation:
e
20
where:
w
e( ): randdom noise fuunction
s: distancce between the
t sender and
a receiverr (in meters).
smax: maxximum distaance (transm
mission rangge in meterss)
RN: randoom number from a Gau
ussian distribbution centered in 0 an
nd with variiance 1.

2.3 Bellhhop (BH)

(66)
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Bellhop Ray Tracing requires the solution of the ray equations to determine the ray coordinates of
the acoustic signal propagation. Amplitude and acoustic pressure requires the solution of the dynamic
ray equations which are described in detail in [16]. This tool is integrated with empirical data updated
from world databases that measure the Sound Speed Profile (SSP), bathymetry and floor sediment such
as the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)[14][15]. The ocean wave’s motion is also included to calculate the rays
trajectories; so taking into account the type of sediments and the sound speed profile (SSP) this
propagation model shows a behavior that it is very close to experimental studies for acoustic
propagation in underwater environments. (More details in [15][16].
BELLHOP- ANGLE = 60.0º FREQ = 10000
0
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Fig. 1. Bellhop ray trace
For a system with cylindrical symmetry, the ray equations can be written as:
1

,

(7)

1

,

where r(s) and z(s) represent the ray cylindrical coordinates and s is the arclength along the ray; the
pair c(s) [ξ (s),ζ(s)] represents the tangent versor along the ray. Initial conditions for r(s), z(s), ξ(s) and
ζ(s) are
(8)
,
0
,
0
,
0
0
where θs represents the launching angle, (rs, zs) is the source position, and cs is the sound speed at
the source position. The coordinates are sufficient to obtain the ray travel time:

τ

ds
c s

which is calculated along the curve [ r(s), z(s) ].

(9)
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2.4 Bellhhop-based Statistical
S
Prediction
P
M
Model (BH-S
SPM)
While thhe Bellhop model provides an aaccurate callculation off the acousstic propagation modeel,
network
n
moodeling requuires near continuous
c
references to propagaation delayss and signaal attenuatioon
values,
v
beinng computationally in
nfeasible too support this complex model in UWSN
N simulatioon
frameworks
fr
. Thus, it would
w
be of interest to pprovide an approximattion of Bellhhop model that supporrts
th
he time connstraints of the
t network
k simulationn while presserving most of its accuuracy.
In [7] wee proposed a statisticall model bassed on the Bellhop
B
app
proach (BH
H-SPM) thatt it is able to
t
produce
p
the acoustic siggnal attenuaation map bby means off a statistical predictionn model inteegrated in thhe
simulator
s
tool that significantly red
duces compplexity. BH--SPM modeel enables coomputation
nally-efficiennt
in
nclusion off fading annd multipath
h effects innto a netwo
ork simulato
or. Namelyy, to assess the averagge
system
s
perfo
formance, network
n
opeeration has to be simu
ulated over a large set of channell realizationns
(e.g. varyingg surface coonditions). Whereas
W
reppeated comp
putation of the ray tracce for differrent hops that
each
e
of the data packets traversess in a givenn network may
m be com
mputationallly prohibitiv
ve, statistical
modeling
m
reequires onlyy a single call to the G
Gaussian ran
ndom generrator for eaach packet transmission
t
n.
Thus,
T
the ooverall simuulation tim
me is considderably red
duced, allow
wing a sysstem design
ner to freelly
experiment
e
with varying protoco
ols and resoource alloccation strateegies in ann efficient manner.
m
Thhe
ultimate
u
goaal of such coomputationaal experimeents is to ch
hoose the beest upper-layyer protocol suite and to
t
relate the neecessary syystem resou
urces (poweer, bandwid
dth) to the propagationn condition
ns, i.e. to thhe
statistical
s
paarameters off the transm
mission loss..

Accuracy

C
Complexity threshold
B
BH
BH-SPM
M

MMPE

Accuracy threshold

T
THORP

Compplexity
F
Fig. 2. Tradeeoff between
n model proopagation accuracy and
d computatiional compllexity
In Figuree 2, the traddeoff betweeen model c omplexity and
a accuraccy is shownn. In this fig
gure, we alsso
define
d
the thhresholds foor the desirrable accuraacy and com
mplexity off the sound propagation
n model. Soo,
th
he shaded area coverss those prop
pagation m
models with the minim
mum acceptaable model propagatioon
accuracy
a
thaat leads to get
g reliable results andd, at the sam
me time, low
w computattional comp
plexity leveels
th
hat allow deetailed and scalable nettwork simuulations.
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Fig. 3. Attenuation of acoustic waves
In figure 3 the acoustic attenuation map from the selected propagation models is shown. It was
obtained with a specific underwater scenario where a source node, located at 10m depth, is emitting an
acoustic beam of 120 degrees at 10 kHz. The scenario environmental conditions are the same
(bathymetry, surface activity, temperature, etc.). As it can be shown, the waves (at top) and the
underwater floor (at bottom) are represented in blue and brown colors, respectively. We can quickly
compare the attenuation values for the different models whereas in (a) Thorp, the simple model only
shows signal degradation in accordance with the distance without taking into account neither the
scenario depth nor the source radiation pattern, in (b) the MMPE model is able to define a more
accurate attenuation map taking into account, depth, distance and ocean wave activity. Finally, in
figure 3 (c) the acoustic physics are taken into account by using Bellhop model which introduces the
ray reflections/absorptions depending on floor sediment composition, the floor shape and the surface
wave’s geometry. In addition, a different sound speed profile is calculated based on the scenario world
location and its bathymetry.
Once these models are presented, the next step is to determine if the differences appreciated in
figure 3, may be transferred to the upper network layers in such a way that performance of higher layer
protocols is affected in a significant way. If so, then it would be necessary to consider the use of
complex propagation models that represent as accurate as possible the underwater acoustic propagation
in order to obtain simulation results close to the ones obtained in experimental test-beds.
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3.
3 Higher-layer Protoocols: MAC
C & Routin
ng
After revviewing annd analyzin
ng several acoustic prropagation models, inn this secttion we wiill
in
ntroduce seeveral higheer network layer
l
protoccols that wee will use laater in our eexperiments. Most of thhe
higher
h
protoocols presennted below were
w propossed for terreestrial netwo
ork technoloogies, and their
t
networrk
performance
p
e is well-kknown. Ho
owever, as stated in the introd
duction, U
UWSNs exh
hibit severral
architectural
a
l differencees with reespect to tthe terrestriial ones. In
I particulaar, the aco
oustic signal
propagation
p
delay is several ordeers of magnnitude high
her than RF
F signals, rresulting in large signal
propagation
p
versus paccket transmiission time ratios, som
mething whiich it is nott desirable for
f obtaininng
high
h
utilizattion levels of networrk resourcees, and as a consequeence limitinng the oveerall networrk
performance
p
e. So, the beehavior of higher
h
levell protocols may
m serioussly change w
when they are
a employeed
in
n UWSN sccenarios.
As with aacoustic proopagation models,
m
the selected prrotocols forr the evaluaation includ
de (1) severral
MAC
M
layer protocols: from simp
ple proposaals, like AL
LOHA that only caress of sending the packket
message,
m
unntil more complex proto
ocols like D
DACAP thaat include caarrier sense and collisio
on avoidancce
by
b means off at least thhree-way haandshake exxchanges; an
nd (2) a cou
uple of rout
uting protocols: a simple
static
s
routinng and a crooss-layer routing propoosal FBR. We
W will testt all of them
m to determ
mine how thhe
scenario
s
envvironmentall changes im
mpact on theeir performaance in term
ms of througghput and deelay.
3.1 ALO
OHA
The ALO
OHA protoccol [18] is th
he simplest MAC proto
ocol since itt does not ccare about channel statuus
or
o packet ddelivery succcess. So, it
i quickly rreaches thee network saturation
s
ppoint produ
ucing a hugge
number
n
of ccollisions. This
T
MAC approach iis avoided in
i other nettwork technnologies du
ue its lack of
o
ability
a
to prooper order the
t access to
o a shared m
medium, butt it does nott requires haandshaking exchange.
3.2 CSM
MA
The Carriier Sense Multiple
M
Acccess (CSMA
A) [19] is an
n evolution of ALOHA
A that includ
des a channel
sensing
s
mecchanism. Soo, before sen
nding a dat a packet, CSMA
C
proto
ocol checks if the shareed channel is
free.
fr If not, iit defers datta packet traansmission until chann
nel is freed. This protoccol reduces considerablly
th
he channel collisions when
w
compaaring with A
ALOHA pro
otocol, without requirinng extra sign
naling.
3.3 CSM
MA/CA
The Carrrier Sense Multiple Access w
with Collision Avoidaance (CSM
MA/CA) inccorporates a
handshaking
h
g process too establish the commuunication ch
hannel betw
ween two nnodes. It usees request to
t
send
s
(RTS) and clear to send (C
CTS) controol packets to create a tunnel freee of collissions at botth
communicat
c
tion ends. After
A
acquiiring the chhannel, the data packeet is sent tto the destiination nodde.
Finally,
F
the sender waitts for an ack
knowledgm
ment control packet (AC
CK) that willl indicate th
he successfu
ful
reception off data packeet. If no AC
CK is receiived, then a contention
n mechanism
m, typically
y based on a
back-off
b
schheme, randoomly delays the packet retransmisssion. Also, a maximum
m number off consecutivve
retransmission attemptss is defined.. If this maxximum is reached, then
n the packet is discarded.
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3.4 DAC
CAP
Distance Aware Colllision Avoidance Prottocol (DAC
CAP) [20] is a handshaaking proto
ocol designeed
for
f Ad Hoc Underwaterr Acoustic Sensor
S
Netw
works. The protocol includes a pow
ower aware behavior
b
that
th
hat it is inteended to reduce powerr consumptiion by avoiiding/reduciing collisionns and at th
he same tim
me
achieving
a
goood networrk throughp
put. It also m
minimizes the handshake time byy using the tolerance to
t
in
nterference of receiveer node, esp
pecially whhen receiver is close to
t the recepption rangee limits. Thhe
network
n
noddes do not need
n
to be synchronize
s
ed and it sup
pports node mobility (ddynamic sceenarios). Thhe
th
hroughput aachieved byy DACAP is several ttimes higheer than the one achievved with Slo
otted FAMA
A
[18], while ooffering sim
milar protecttion to colli sions.
The imprrovement inntroduced by
y DACAP ttowards thee traditional CSMA/CA
A mechanism
m lies on thhe
behavior
b
of the receiviing node when
w
is waitting for a data
d
packet.. If it overhhears a con
ntrol messagge
coming
c
from
m other nodde, it will seend a warninng packet (W
WAR) to th
his node in order to lett it know that
th
here is alreaady a transm
mission in process.
p
Mooreover, afteer receiving the CTS coontrol packeet, the sendeer
node
n
defers the transmiission data packet for a defined deelay time. The
T transmiission attem
mpt is aborteed
iff by any chhance the seender node receives annother conttrol or warn
ning messagge. The dellay times arre
determined
d
aaccording too the distan
nce betweenn the nodes involved in
n the transm
mission, that can be solvve
during
d
the hhandshake by
b measurin
ng the rounndtrip time. Even thoug
gh when thhe receiver node
n
sends a
warning
w
message, it haas no feedbaack that letss it know iff the interfeering node ccancels its transmission
t
n.
That
T
is the rreason why the receiveer keeps listtening to th
he channel after
a
sendinng the warning messagge,
and
a thus thee defer state is set to a minimum
m delay tim
me between the CTS annd the DAT
TA so that it
avoids
a
a colllision.
3.5 Statiic Routing
This kindd of routingg protocol id
dentifies a ssimple apprroach at rou
uting layer, where the path
p
betweeen
tw
wo networkk nodes is always
a
the same in thosse networkss without no
ode mobilityy (every node is fixed at
a specific llocation). Although
A
th
here are seeveral routin
ng protoco
ols that fit into this category,
c
thhe
geographica
g
al-based rouuting protoccols are veery popularr in Wireless Sensor N
Networks deployment
d
ts,
where
w
all neetwork nodees are equip
pped with a localizatio
on system th
hat determinne their glo
obal positionn.
So,
S when a source nodde has to deliver a paccket to a destination node
n
locateed several hops
h
away, it
would
w
forwaard the packket to the neeighbor nodde that is clo
oser to the destination.
d
Assuming that networrk
to
opology is static (no mobility pattern),
p
thee path prov
vided by a static routiing protoco
ol to reach a
specific
s
netw
work node will
w be alwaays the samee.
3.6 FBR
The Focuus Beam Roouting (FBR
R) [21] routiing protocol is based on node locaation capabiilities, is able
to
o find the ppath betweenn two nodes in a randoom deployed network if
i each nodee knows its position annd
th
he position of the desttination (gaateway) nodde. Assumin
ng a commu
unication bbetween nod
des A and B,
B
node
n
A will send an RT
TS multicasst packet too all the reacchable neig
ghbors. Thiss packet willl include thhe
in
nformation of the souurce (node A) and finnal destinatiion (node B).
B This reqquest is a short
s
controol
packet
p
that ccontains thee location of both the ssource node (A) and thee final destiination (B) node. Packket
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collisions
c
caan happen but
b always will involvee short pack
kets as the link is safee for data paackets whicch
have
h
no riskk of collisioons. Althou
ugh the chaances of colllision are small,
s
if thee source no
ode detects a
collision,
c
it will receivee signal butt it will nott be able to
o decode thee informatioon of the in
ncoming data
frame,
fr
it willl resend thee RTS once again.

Fig. 4. Neetwork deplo
oyment 2D
4.
4 Propagaation Modeel Evaluatio
on
In this seection, we will
w analyzee the behavvior of diffeerent propagation moddels when simulating
s
a
an
underwater
u
wireless sensor network deployedd in a specific network
k scenario location. We
W will studdy
both
b
perform
mance resullts and senssibility undeer network scenario paarameters. FFor that purrpose we wiill
describe
d
thee characterisstics and paarameters asssociated to
o the netwo
ork scenarioo, the MAC protocol we
w
will
w employ, and the traaffic load ch
haracterizatiion.
4.1 Scennario Deployyment
The netw
work scenariio deployment is show
wn at Figuree 4 (surface view). Thee volume size is defineed
as
a a cube off 5000x5000x50 meterrs (Length x Width x Depth);
D
the covered arrea is divideed in cells of
o
1000x1000
1
m
meters. Thee gateway (sink node) is always placed
p
in thee middle ceell at a fixed
d depth of 10
1
meters.
m
Thenn we put onne node perr cell in a rrandom possition insidee the cell, aas well as raandom deptth
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ymetry). On
nce all the nnodes are deployed
d
thhe
(this parameeter will bee bounded by the scennario bathy
connectivity
c
y of the netw
work is checcked by guaarantying th
hat every no
ode has a paath to the gateway (oneehop
h or multii-hop paths)) and that th
here are nott isolated su
ubnetworks or nodes. U
Using the saame area annd
cell
c size, tenn different raandom scen
narios have been built and
a validateed for the sim
imulation teest.

Fig. 5. Network
N
depployment 3D (Google EarthTM)
In figuree 5, a 3D representatio
r
on of the nnetwork scenario is sh
hown. It iss located att coordinatees
39°48'13.14
3
"N and 0°44'34.53"W (Valencia,
(
S
Spain). Thiss view let us appreciatee the differeent depths of
o
th
he nodes, cllose to the surface,
s
mid
ddle depth aand at the bottom of thee scenario. W
We have fix
xed the wavve
activity
a
withh waves of 2 meters heeight and 800 meters len
ngth. The network
n
sceenario floor is composeed
of
o gravel. A
All of the sccenario and
d environmeental param
meters were taken from
m National Geophysical
Data
D Centerr databases [22][23]
[
rellated to the specific glo
obal coordin
nates of ourr network. This
T example
could
c
repressent a typiccal network
k scenario oof shallow waters with
h a low altiimetry shap
pe where thhe
bottom
b
relieef is deeper as it goes faarther from the coast.
In Table 1 we show the main paarameters ussed in all sim
mulations.
Table 1. Simulation and network
k scenario paarameters.
Parameterr

Value

Propagation Models

THOR
RP, MMPE, BELLHOP
B

# Sensorss

24

# Gateways

1

Month

Annuaal Average

Wave Heiight (meters))

2

Wave Len
ngth (meters))

80

Frequency
y (kHz)

10

Scenario Depth
D
(meteers)

50

Global Lo
oad (packets//s)

0.16 to
o4

Data Pack
ket Size (bitss)

1024

Control Packet
P
Size (bbits) 24
Bandwidtth (kbps)

5

# Scenario
os

10
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Simulatio
on Time (s)

3600

With resppect networrk traffic loaad, we propposed a consstant bitrate approach w
where every
y sensor nodde
generates
g
fixxed length data packetts at a geneeration rate defined wiith an expoonential disttribution. All
A
sensor
s
nodees in the neetwork will send packeets towardss gateway node,
n
so wee will obtaiin a hot-spoot
trraffic patterrn, where alll the packetts are deliveered to the same
s
destin
nation.
In this seection we will
w consideer a One-Hoop (OH) neetwork topo
ology, where
re all netwo
ork nodes arre
able
a
to reacch the gatew
way in one hop. The ppower transsmission is set constannt in all no
odes and it is
calculated
c
ass the energyy required by
b the fartheest nodes (th
he ones in the perimeteer) to reach the gatewayy,
considering
c
Thorp’s atttenuation model.
m
Thatt means thaat in Thorp simulationn this nodess will alwayys
reach the gaateway but in
i both MM
MPE and Beellhop reach
hability it iss not guarannteed, main
nly due to thhe
more
m
realisttic assumptions about the acouustic propag
gation. So, the time-vvarying aco
oustic signal
attenuation
a
m
may producce packet lo
oses due to tthe lack of signal stren
ngth at gateeway, which
h is supposeed
to
o have an im
mpact on thhe network performance
p
e.

(aa) Thorp

(b) MMPE
E & Bellhop

Fig. 6. Reachaability of gatteway from Node
N
#1 (botttom leftmosst).

fi
(are co
overed by th
the circle) during
d
all thhe
In figure 6(a) the traansmission range of noode #1 is fixed
simulation,
s
indicating the set off nodes thaat always receive
r
the transmissiions from node #1 (iin
particular
p
thhe gateway node) usin
ng Thorp prropagation model. However, in ffigure 6(b), MMPE annd
Bellhop
B
models define the transm
mission rangge with two
o dashed cirrcles. The ssmaller circcle represennts
th
he nodes thhat always receive node #1 transsmissions; meanwhile the rest off nodes inccluded in thhe
bigger
b
circlee (those thhat are out of the smaaller one) may
m receivee the transm
missions with
w a certaiin
probability
p
ddefined by the
t propagaation model..
4.2 Evalluation Resuults
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In this section we are going to evaluate the different propagation models proposed in section 2,
assuming we have a CSMA/CA MAC protocol and the scenario and simulation parameters defined
above. The performance metrics we will show are:
(1)

Goodput, defined as the throughput found at the application layer (note that in top of MAC
layer we have no other network layers, only the application), so only data packets that
successfully arrive to the gateway node are taken into account. This also means that control
packets like RTS, CTS, and ACK are not considered in the computation of goodput.
Average Packet Delay, defined as the average delay incurred by a packet to reach its
destination. This delay is calculated from the time when MAC layer gets the packet at source
node to start delivery until the instant when this packet is correctly received at gateway node.

(2)

0,16

Goodput (packets/s)

0,14

THORP
MMPE
BELLHOP

0,12

0,1

0,08
0

1

2

3

4

Network Load (packets/s)

Fig. 7. Average Goodput with different acoustic propagation models

In Figure 7, we the average goodput from 10 random scenarios (as defined in previous subsection)
is shown. As it can be observed, the results appear to follow the same pattern with clearly different
goodput values depending on the propagation model used. The Thorp propagation model gets the best
performance, MMPE is estimable worse and finally Bellhop is the one with the worst behavior. This
behavior agrees with the prediction stated before as the connection links between the nodes that are
farther from gateway suffer the consequences of using more accurate propagation models like MMPE
and Bellhop. In other words, Thorp model always provides link reachability to network nodes during
the simulation; however MMPE loses communication due to the wave effect and this leads to reduced
goodput performance. This behavior is even more pronounced with Bellhop model where signal
attenuation is calculated in a more accurate way, resulting in a higher number of dropped packets
during the n-way handshaking process of CSMA/CA protocol.
On the other hand we measure the average packet delay which will strongly depend on the channel
propagation delay. So, the propagation delay (Tprop) depends on the distance (d) between sensor and
gateway nodes, the specified inter frame delay (SIF), and the sound speed propagation (Tssp) that may
change with node depth and water temperature, as shown in figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Valencia’s (scenario location) annual average sound speed as a function of node depth

In expression (10) we define the delay experienced by a packet delivery in one-hop transmission
without network contention/interference, taking into account the CSMA/CA protocol handshake and
the distance and sound speed parameters.
Tprop d /Tssp , Tpkt
Tprop RTS Tpkt RTS

Delay

packet_size / data_rate , SIF
SIF Tprop CTS Tpkt CTS

Inter_Frame_Delay
SIF Tprop DATA

Tpkt

(10)
DATA

So the experienced delay of packet sent by a sensor located 1,500 meters away from gateway node
and with 10 meters depth would be:
Tprop RTS = Tprop CTS
Tprop DATA
1,500 / 1,520 0.9868 s
Tpkt RTS
Tpkt CTS
24 / 5000 0.0048 s
Tpkt DATA 1024 / 5000 0.2048 s
SIF 0.02048 s
Delay 3 * 0.9868 2 * 0.0048 0.2048 2 * 0.02048 3.21576 s

(11)

5
4,8
4,6

Delay (sec)

4,4
4,2

THORP
MMPE

4

BELLHOP
3,8
3,6
3,4
3,2
3
0

0,5

1

1,5

2
2,5
Network Load (packets/s)

3

3,5

4
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Fig. 9. Average packet delay with different acoustic propagation models

The results shown in figure 9 reveal almost the same delay for all propagation models until the
network enters in a saturation state, where MMPE and Bellhop seem to have better results. At first
sight this may lack of coherence but if we take a close look at the distribution of packets received in
the gateway from the different source nodes, we will appreciate that with MMPE and Bellhop, the
gateway receives less packets from the farther nodes as they are more affected by the attenuation
variability introduced by these propagation models, as shown before in figure 6. So, this is the main
cause of the lower overall packet delay with the use of more accurate acoustic propagation models,
since the average packet delay decreases.
In the early first tests, it is clear that the propagation model is an important issue to take into
account but now we go a bit further by changing the environmental parameters of the network scenario
in order to assess their influence. For that purpose we will use one of the scenarios used before, fix the
network load at 2 packets/s to the point just before network saturation, and introduce two different
months January and August (with different ocean average temperatures) of the year plus six different
levels of wave heights (varying surface conditions) form 1 to 11 meters height, the rest of network and
environmental parameters remain the same as in table 1.
0,14

70

0,12
Goodput (packets/s)

Propagation Loss (dB)

65

60

55
THORP

0,1
THORP
MMPE
BELLHOP AUG
BELLHOP JAN

0,08
0,06
0,04

MMPE

50

BELLHOP AUG

0,02

BELLHOP JAN
0

45
1

3

5

7

Wave Height (meters)

(a) Propagation Loss

9

11

1

3

5

7

9

11

Wave Height (meters)

(b) Goodput

Fig. 10. Propagation loss (a) and goodput (b) values varying physical scenario parameters

In figure 10(a) the acoustic attenuation found between two network nodes, sensor 1 and gateway, is
shown. As expected, Thorp’s results remain constant since its equation does not include the effect of
the physical parameters. Meanwhile, MMPE and Bellhop propagation models significantly reduce the
obtained goodput as the wave height increases, i.e. they suffer from the wave motion effect. Also,
neither Thorp nor MMPE are affected by the change of season whereas Bellhop shows different results
for the months selected, showing worse performance in January than in August due to the different
propagation conditions derived from the average ocean temperature. The average delay results
including variable physical parameters are not included here as they are almost the same behavior than
in Figure 9.
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So, summ
marizing thhis section, we can obbserve that in addition
n to havingg a detailed propagatioon
model,
m
diffeerent environnmental con
nditions havve a great im
mpact in neetwork perfoormance. Th
his lead us to
t
seriously
s
coonsider botth (a) an accurate
a
accoustic prop
pagation model,
m
and (b) environmental annd
scenario
s
parrameters to obtain reliaable simulattion results that efficien
ntly predictt the real beehavior of thhe
sound
s
propaagation in a particular network
n
sceenario.

5.
5 Higher L
Layer Prottocol Evalu
uation
In previoous section we have found
fo
intereesting concllusions abou
ut the influe
uence of thee propagatioon
models,
m
so iin this secttion we are going to eevaluate theeir impact on
o differentt higher lay
yer protocolls,
MAC
M
and roouting protoocols, using
g an accuratte propagatiion model liike the one defined by
y Bellhop annd
taaking into account sevveral physiical parameeters related
d to the network scennario and en
nvironmental
conditions.
c
In the foollowing evvaluation wee will reusee the same network scenarios defi
fine in previous sectionns
but
b in two ddifferent opeerational modes: One-H
Hop (OH) and
a Multi-H
Hop (MH). In the first one, OH, all
a
network
n
noddes are ablee to directly
y reach gateeway node (packet destination); w
whereas thee later modde,
MH,
M some nnetwork noddes require relaying
r
theeir packets through
t
otheer nodes to reach the gateway.

(a)) One-Hop

(b) Muulti-Hop

Fig. 11. Nettwork operattional modess

The diffe
ference betw
ween OH an
nd MH moddes is focuseed in the alllocated trannsmission po
ower level to
t
network
n
noddes, which define
d
theirr coverage aarea. So, in OH networrk scenarioss we adjust transmissioon
power
p
level to reach gateway
g
nod
de from farrthest nodess (the samee as in prevvious sectio
on simulatioon
experiments
e
s). Howeverr, for MH network
n
scennarios we will
w reduce the
t power ttransmission
n of nodes in
i
such
s
a wayy that they will be able to reachh only the nodes
n
of th
he adjacentt cells. In MH
M networrk
scenarios,
s
a routing prrotocol is required to let the pacckets travel across thee network towards
t
theeir
destination
d
((gateway noode). By deffault, in MH
H network scenarios
s
wee define a sttatic routing
g protocol.
5.1 MAC
C Protocols
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In the first test we choose two MAC protocols: CSMA and CSMA/CA. Although they seem to be
very similar approaches, CSMA it is a simple version with no signaling to handle a packet
transmission, meanwhile CSMA/CA is a 4-way handshake protocol as defined in section 3.
Our purpose is to analyze how these MAC protocols tackle a network deployment with different
power transmission policies, clearing up where it is worth to focus the efforts in terms of power
consumption, throughput, packet delay, etc. The simulation parameters are the same as in table 1
increasing the global load up to 12 packets/s.

1

7
CSMA-OH
6

CSMA/CA -OH
CSMA-MH

5

CSMA/CA-MH
0,6

Delay (sec)

Goodput (packets/s)

0,8

0,4

4

CSMA-OH
CSMA/CA-OH
CSMA-MH

3

CSMA/CA-MH
2

0,2
1
0

0
0

2

4
6
8
Network Load (packets/s)

10

12

0

1

2
Network Load (packets/s)

3

4

(a)
(b)
Fig. 12. Goodput (a) and delay (b) of selected MAC protocols in OH and MH modes

In Figure 12(a), we can see that CSMA-OH reaches soon its highest performance, and after
saturation point it degrades goodput performance very quickly reaching near network starvation state.
However, CSMA-MH follows the same pattern with a smoother curve. This behavior in OH scenario
can be easily explained because at lower loads the gateway receives more or less the same number of
packets from all network nodes, while in MH scenarios the effect of hot-spot traffic pattern leads to
unbalance this behavior and as a consequence reduce network load in the gateway neighborhood.
In turn the CSMA/CA evolution is similar in both strategies reaching quickly its best performance
and keeping it despite increasing the load; having a better overall result in the MH strategy due to the
same reasons commented before. It is important to remark that at higher network loads, in all cases but
especially in MH, sensors that are closer to the gateway have more chances to achieve successful data
packet transmissions than farther nodes (no fair resource sharing due to hot-spot traffic pattern and the
inherent large propagation delay).
From these results we can state that MH strategy has an overall better performance, being at the
same time more energy efficient since it is able to reduce energy demands to the half of the ones
required by OH. Also, it was observed that those nodes located at the scenario surroundings will have
less probability to successfully deliver packets to gateway. So, this issue opens the way to define
routing protocols that will balance the overall packet delivery rate between all the sensor nodes with
independence of their location.
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Now, wee take a loook at the deelay behaviior shown at
a figure 12(b). As statted in equaation (10) thhe
CSMA/CA
C
delay is thhe result off the acousstic propagation time and the traansmission time of thhe
different
d
pacckets involvved in the handshaking
h
g, meanwhille in CSMA
A we only seend DATA packets so it
iss expected that it gets smaller delays. As shhown in figu
ure 12(b) CSMA
C
delayys are sligh
htly higher in
i
MH
M than in OH. This result
r
obeyss to the factt that the sig
gnal propag
gation delayy between a source nodde
and
a the gateeway is typiically smaller than the sum of prop
pagation deelays of the paths followed to reacch
gateway
g
nodde, plus the time requirred to send at least n data
d packetss (where n iis the numb
ber of hops to
t
reach gateway) instead of one.

Fig.13. Signal prropagation tiimes: OH vs. MH

MH‐Delayy

OH‐Delay Tprop O Tpkt DATA
Tprop M1
Tprop M2
2 2 * Tpkt DATA
Tprop O Tprop M1 Tprop M2

(12)

In Figuree 13, we shhow an exam
mple involviing two nettwork nodess and the gaateway. Thee propagatioon
tiime from seensor 11 too gateway use
u to be sm
maller than the
t propagaation from ssensor 11 to
o 12 plus thhe
propagation
p
from sensoor 12 to gaateway. In tthe event where
w
OH and
a MH strrategies sufffer the sam
me
propagation
p
delay, MH
H mode wou
uld require ttwo data traansmission cycles, so tthe overall packet delaay
iss always loonger than in
i the OH strategy.
s
Thhis fact has a greater influence inn an n-way handshakinng
protocol,
p
likke CSMA/C
CA, where for each daata packet transmission
t
n (each hopp) n packett propagatioon
delays
d
are reequired, increasing a lo
ot the overalll packet deelay.
CSMA/C
CA protocol shows a more
m
stable bbehavior in terms of go
oodput perfo
formance in OH networrk
scenarios,
s
bbut environm
mental cond
ditions and the influen
nce of prop
pagation tim
me in the ov
verall packet
delay
d
affect dramaticallly to handsshaking prootocols. At the other siide, the CSSMA protoccol maintainns
th
he average packet dellay low and stable inn both OH and MH sttrategies, siince no han
ndshaking is
performed
p
too complete one packet delivery. In figure 12(b), CSMA
A protocolss exhibit higher averagge
packet
p
delayy at very loow network loads, decrreasing as network
n
load increase. This behav
vior is due to
t
th
he hot-spot traffic pattern, since as
a network lload increasse the nodess closer to th
the gateway
y are the onees
with
w
higherr delivery rate
r
and, at
a the samee time, low
wer packet delay (signnal propagaation delayy),
resulting in a reduction of the average packett delay.
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F
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Finally, another gaauge to meeasure the ppower consumption in
statistic.
s
In figure 15, we show CSMA
C
andd CSMA/CA
A protocolss with bothh OH and MH
M networrk
configuratio
c
ons. As exppected, CSMA showss a much higher num
mber of coollisions, leeading to an
a
in
ncreasing nnumber of packets
p
lost, increasingg the overalll wasted en
nergy. How
wever, CSMA/CA show
ws
better
b
perforrmance arriving to a co
onstant num
mber of colllisions just after
a
netwoork entered in
i saturationn.
In both cases, the numbber of collisiions is highhly reduced with the MH
H approachh.

5.2 Routting Protocools
In this subsection we
w perform a simple siimulation experiment
e
with
w a partiicular MAC
C Protocol in
i
combination
c
n with differrent routing
g policies, inn order to assess
a
their behaviour uunder different scenariio
environment
e
tal conditioons. We pro
opose the D
DACAP MA
AC protoco
ol since it ddefines som
me crosslayeer
support
s
for rrouting protocols, and we want too quantify th
he benefits of crosslayyer approach
hes when thhe
scenario
s
envvironmentall conditionss change. S
So we will test
t the beh
haviour of D
DACAP MAC
M
protocool
with
w two rouuting protoocols, a statiic routing pprotocol (allways suppllies the neigghbour with
h the neareest
node
n
to gateeway) and thhe FBR rou
uting protoccol. Also wee will includ
de in our exxperiments two differennt
propagation
p
models, Thhorp y Belllhop. For thhe simulation parametter we will use the on
nes in table 1
except
e
for thhe propagattion models, we only uuse Thorp an
nd Bellhop, the global network loaad is fixed to
t
3 packets/s, and we deffine an MH scenario coonfiguration
n.
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Fig.16. Goodput results with DACAP + Routing using two different propagation models

Figure 16 depicts and interesting behavior of DACAP protocol in terms of goodput performance. In
addition there is a clear indication that also, at the routing layers, the environmental conditions of the
network scenario may considerably impact in the results of network performance.
As also shown in previous results, Thorp propagation model does not take into account
environmental conditions, so it plots a constant goodput value. As, expected the static routing protocol
gets better goodput results because FBR has an extra waiting time in order to accept more than one
CTS, but as every node has always the same reachable nodes in its neighborhood it always choses the
same node to reach to the gateway, that is the reason why using static routing in ideal conditions is a
better option. If we use Bellhop the static alternative loses performance as the attenuation grows due to
the physical changes, meanwhile FBR performance is not so affected in worse conditions as it can
dynamically change the routing paths when a connection link is lost.

6. Conclusions
One of the main difficulties to compare and validate the performance of different UWSN proposals
is the lack of a common standard to model the acoustic propagation in the underwater environment. In
this paper we analyzed several underwater acoustic propagation models from a simple approach to
more detailed and accurate models, in order to study whether differences between then may seriously
impact in the performance evaluation of higher layer protocols. As a first conclusion we found that
accurate and low-complexity propagation models are required for network simulation in order to
obtain reliable results attained to the specific scenario and environmental parameters.
Also we perform several simulation experiments to determine the sensibility of higher layer
protocols (MAC and routing protocols) to propagation models and scenario environmental parameters.
From the obtained results, we conclude that (1) n-way handshake protocols, like CSMA/CA or
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DACAP suffer from high packet delays, but their show better behavior in terms of goodput and energy
consumption; and (2) crosslayer approaches between routing and MAC layers are required to improve
network performance, so it is highly recommended to allow routing protocols to get appropriate
feedback from MAC layer about network and environmental conditions found at physical layer, since
in UWSNs we showed the impact of physical layer modeling on network performance.
It has been settled the importance not only of choosing a realistic propagation model but also define
with precision the environment, starting with the geographic position and the parameters that we can
obtain from it to the physical environment conditions like the season of the year or the ocean wave
motion. So, when designing network architectures for UWSN, the role of physical layer should be
seriously taken into account to be in a position to assert that simulation results will be close to the ones
obtained in real network scenarios.
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